
Innovative toy lines made with earth-friendly
materials that are stimulating for parrots, 

sustain the environment, and provide a 
livelihood for the producers.

Our toys are tree-free, and 
contain no plastic, glue, or toxic

chemicals of any kind.  Be kind to
your bird and the environment--
choose Planet Pleasures toys!!

TM

Makers of unique, all natural

BIRD TOYS!!!
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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF

BIRD TOYS!!

1.) MATERIALS: Planet Pleasures pioneered the development of bird toys
made from unique, all natural and earth-friendly materials that parrots would
encounter in the wild; such as palm leaf, coconut shell and fiber, and bamboo.
We also concentrate on the health of your bird by using materials that contain
calcium and minerals; like cuttle bone and oyster shell.

2.) DURABILITY VS. DESTRUCTABILITY: With our signature-trademarked
lines of "SHREDDER"  and  "PARROT PIÑATA" toys,  we  have  struck  an
intentional balance between toys that are destructible, yet durable.  We all
know that parrots love to destroy things! Toys that do not have the ability to
give a bird this satisfaction quickly leave your little friends bored and looking
to make an impact on something like your furniture… So these colorful and fun
toys can be ripped apart, yet are designed to be durable as well.

3.) FAIR TRADE: We at Planet Pleasures are proud to say that we support over
400 families who weave our products by hand through a certified Fair Trade
cooperative. This means there are no exploitive middle-men, and everyone
involved with our project is paid a fair wage.  We have been able to watch the
improvement in the quality of their lives through the production of our bird
toys. We have implemented "Master Craftsman" awards to recognize those
who stand out in their talent and dedication to quality. We annually hold toy
contests with awards to stimulate their creativity, and have set up college
scholarship funds to enable those with outstanding ability to go to university.
With Planet Pleasures' wide range of toys, we have successfully created a
"win/win" situation for the parrots, the producers, and the environment!!



Parrot PPinata SSquare
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It’s Parrot Party Time!!
Fun To Chew & Full of Surprises

Med

Med

Lots
of fun
stuff to
chew!!  

These “Parrot Pinatas” come in two
unique designs: spiked & square. Both

come in four sizes to accommodate the
tastes of parakeets to macaws!

Shredders!

©
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Satisfy your parrots desire to chew and destroy
things with a Parrot Pinata! It’s two toys in one!
A crunchy, hand-woven palm leaf on the outside

and natural fibers and shredders tied to a
rope on the inside. Parrots
will spends countless hours
chewing through the outside,
just to find a surprising
amount of chewing pleasure
waiting for them on the
inside. Great for feather
pluckers!!

Inside View

Parrot PPinata SSpiked
©

Sm
03113
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Hex TTower

Med

It’s Parrot Party Time!!

Med

Sm

©
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Square TTower©
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The Square and Hex
Towers are inspired by
the exotic look of a
Chinese lantern. 
These artfully designed
toys are not only fun for
your bird to destroy but
add a touch of style to
your parrot’s home.
Made of tightly woven
stacks of multi-colored
palm leaf with abacca
fiber. Comes in two
styles.
Three sizes each
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It’s Parrot Party Time!!
Fun To Chew & Full of Surprises

Med

Med

Be chivalrous and make the next gift for your parrot a beautiful  “bou-
quet” overflowing with colorful fun. Our new bouquet collection is stuffed
with shreddable palm leaf in a variety of shapes, sizes and textures, and
is sure to bring an element of beauty to your cage, while stimulating your
loved ones' urge to destroy! 
Four sizes

©03208
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Folding BBouquet
©
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String aand BBuri BBundle
©

Rose BBouquet

It’s Parrot Party Time!!
Fun To Chew & Full of Surprises

Nothing says "I Love You" better
than a dozen roses.  These beau-

tiful roses are expertly hand
crafted from palm leaf. They are
so pretty, it's almost a shame to

let your parrot destroy them.
Finally, the perfect gift for a

bird or bird owner.  
How romantic! Two Sizes

A rainbow of handmade string is bundled
together with a core of thin palm leaf in a
colorful woven ring for a simple preening
delight designed to dangle and entice your
bird until it is completely
devoured! Three sizes

©
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It’s Parrot Party Time!!

Med
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03144
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The unique spiral weave
of this attractive palm
leaf and abacca toy
allows it to be wrapped
through the cage bars
anywhere on your bird’s
cage for a beautiful
addition to your bird’s
environment.
Three sizes

Med
03146

Finally! A natural
version of a
classic parrot
favorite. These
sturdy rings are
made with multi-
colored palmleaf
hand woven over
a tough bamboo
core.  Sure to
give your bird a
fun palce to
climb and swing!
Two sizes

4 RRing CChain

Worm
©

©

Your early bird will-
surely love catching
this worm. This toy is
designed not only to
be hung from the cage
but can also be woven
through the cage bars
to attach in any loca-
tion. Made of palm
leaf and abacca fiber.
One size

03143

©
Caterpillar



And the surprises are sure to keep coming
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A great mini toy for the smaller parrot
with a big appetite for fun! Can be used
as a foot toy or hung from the
cage.     One size.

Lrg
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Shooting SStars©

Wishes do come true...when you place a 
colorful Shooting Star in any bird’s cage.
Birds will spend countless hours preening this
fun and colorful toy. 
Comes in three sizes.

Med
03122

With so many arms, the Octopus Pinata
manages to keep boredom at a distance 

and bring a sea of fun to all birds.
Stuffed with Shredders and other natural

fibers.      Comes in three sizes.

Sm
03121

Octopus PPinata
©

with these great toys!!

Mini
03134

Bird CCandy©



Try our new all-natural designs!!!

These rugged yet beautiful new
Pinatas are made of tough
braided Abacca fiber designed
to stand up to the most ener-
getic chompers in your
menagerie. Filled with a variety
of sustainable fibers (including
Shredders!!) all tied to a cen-
tral rope, this toy is both
durable and destructible.
Three Sizes

Sm
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Natural PPinata©

Abacca SSwing ©

These great new swings are
fun to climb on and chew and
are made of very tough
Abacca rope. They are woven
over a palm fiber core so
they’re durable and all-natu-
ral. Small palm fiber worms
dangle from fiber tassles to
tempt your birds’ taste buds!
Two sizes
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Mini
03127

Bird BBrush
©

Here’s the perfect toy to
sweep away boredom and
keep your little bird busy
and happy!

Bird BBells
©

Ring in the fun with colorful bird bells! 
Parrots love to preen this toy. Have more
than one bird? Don’t worry.
They’re sure to chime in on the fun!
Comes in two sizes.

Lrg
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Med
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03125Sm
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Just the toys to make your bird sing!!

Mini
03126

Balls && SStars
©

Put a little fireworks into your birds life
with Balls & Stars! Colorful and interesting
shapes to dazzle and attract any size bird!

Mini PPinata
©

It may be smaller, but it 
definitely packs just as much
fun! Little birds love it!

Mini
03133
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MMaarrddii GGrraass

HHuullaa SSkkiirrtt

TTiikkii TTootteemm

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys 
Parrots go Bonkers For!!    

©

Sm

Bring a little taste of the islands to your bird!  These
unique beauties use the earth-friendly materials of

bamboo and driftwood, along with corn cob and coconut
shell for interesting and safe play. Two sizes.

Your Parrot will dance
with delight when it snug-
gles up to a Hula Skirt.
Coconut shell, husk, corn
cob, and shaved bamboo
combine for your birds
enjoyment. Three sizes.
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©

©

Our new shaved bamboo flower design flairs out at
the ends, giving your bird an exciting and stimulating
shape to chew and preen.  Three sizes

Med
41147
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BBaammbboooo DDoogg

NNaattuurree CClluusstteerr

RRooppee LLaaddddeerr

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys 
Parrots go Bonkers For!!    

TM

©

©

©

Sm
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If your bird is climbing the walls
out of boredom - this is the toy
for you.  Two coconut hooks on

each side allow it to attach
securely to any part of the cage

for an infinite number of 
positions.  Can be made into a
bridge,  a circle, or a ladder.

Two sizes

This toy has become a natural classic!  Chock full
of great shapes and materials.  Coconut shell, husk,
bamboo, cuttlebone, vege-leather, and oyster shell
all combine for your birds enjoyment. The large
size is more than two pounds and has more than
eighty pieces. Wow!!  Three sizes
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40091

40092

40093

40172

40171

Sm
41137

This puppet-like puppy of a
perch is the perfect parrot
playmate! Can be attached
to the cage in a variety of
shapes. Adorned with vege-
leather, oyster shell,
coconut shell, and colorful

bamboo for chewing
pleasure.  This toy is

sure to become your
bird’s best friend!

Two sizes
Lrg
41136
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CClliimmbbiinngg NNeett

SSqquuaarree LLaaddddeerr
A colorful toy to climb, 
chew and swing from. Made
with colorful and natural bam-
boo pieces and plenty of color-
ful abacca fiber streamers to
play with.    Three sizes

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys 
Parrots go Bonkers For!!    

TM

©
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41122
41123

41124
Lrg

©

Turn your parrot’s cage
into a climbing Gym with
this versatile and colorful
new toy. Heavy abacca rope
is tied and strung through
sturdy bamboo sections for
swinging, perching and
climbing fun. Can be
attached vertically or hori-
zontally as a ladder or plat-
form. Let the games begin!
Two sizes

© Sm
41133

SSppaaccee SShhiipp ©

Blast off to fun! Chock full of interesting shapes
and materials:  Coconut shell, bamboo, cuttlebone,
husk, vege-leather, and oyster shell.
Two sizes

Sm

Lrg
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41127

41132

Lrg



BBaammbboooo LLaaddddeerr
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MMuullttii-CClluusstteerr

GGiiaanntt CClluusstteerr
So much to do...so much to climb.

This toy is great for larger or more
destructive parrots.  It is made of colorful 

bamboo, cuttlebone, oyster shell, coconut shell
and husk, and vege-leather.   Two sizes

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys 
Parrots go Bonkers For!!    

TM

©

©

This toy has everything!  
Multi-colored coconut shell, husk,
bamboo, oyster shell, cuttlebone,
vege-leather in a huge variety of
shapes and sizes. The large size
has over eighty pieces and weighs
more than 2.5 lbs.!! A bird toy
tour de force!
Three sizes
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41141

41108

40113 40112 40111

41107

A simple yet versatile ladder that doubles as a
gym! Can be mounted to the cage in a variety
of ways by quick links at both ends. Colorful
bamboo and coconut discs make for hours of
climbing and chewing fun. One size

©

©

©
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Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys 
Parrots go Bonkers For!!    

TM

Sm

Give your bird the man of its dreams!  Chock 
full of interesting shapes and materials. Your 
bird will find him irresistible!
Two sizes.
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41128

Md
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©

Your bird will "stick his neck out" for this big brother of the Bamboo Dog!  The large bam-
boo body has lots of abacca rope knots to pull on and preen, and the large size is big enough
for smaller birds to get inside!  Vege-leather, bamboo and oyster shell add to the chomping
fun. It's the perfect pal to hang around for a bird to sit on and play with! Three sizes

A toy to satisfy the nesting
instinct! This bamboo tube,
filled with coco coir, provides
nesting materials for finches,
canaries and parrots as well! 

41120

BBaammbboooo MMaann©

NNaattuurree’’ss NNeesstt ©

BBaammbboooo GGiirraaffffee

Lrg
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Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys
Parrots go Krazy For!!!

Driftwood DDelight ©

TM
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41164

41163
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41161

We are happy to introduce a new collection of toys utilizing  eco-friendly natu-
rally collected driftwood.  This gives our parrot buddies a way to enjoy chewing
beautifully shaped wood chunks without the guilt! With an assortment of husk,
reclaimed wood, and corn cob pieces, the Driftwood Delight is available in both
natural and colored styles, with an assorted selection in each case. 
Two sizes

Lrg
Sm
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41164
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41162 Lrg
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TTwwoo TTiieerr CCooccoo FFeeeeddeerr

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys
Parrots go Krazy For!!!

Lrg
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41160
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Beachcomber
No need to hunt on the beach
for wood and shells to make a
parrot toy with.  We’ve done
that for you! Chunky natural
driftwood is combined with oys-
ter shells for a nutritious, calci-
um-enriched munch.The unique
shapes and sizes mean that no
two toys are the same. Available
in natural and colored styles. 
Two sizes

This interesting treat feeding
tower encourages foraging and
makes finding and eating a snack
rewarding and fun. Sturdy coconut
shell bowls have inverted shells on
top that slide up and down easily,
creating a puzzling hiding place.
One Size

Sm

©

©

41142
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KKookkooccoorrnn KKrruunncchheerr

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys
Parrots go Krazy For!!!

A toy that’s sure to make your bird scream with 
delight! An entire coconut shell composes the head 

with pieces of corn cob, coconut shell 
and cuttlebone for the eyes, ears and hair. 

One size

SSccrreeaammiinngg CCooccoohheeaadd

©

©

TM
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41105

41104

41101

41102

Lrg

Coconut husk and corn cob are the
main ingredients in this toy that
birds love to peck apart and play
with.
Three sizes

41103

This toy has the right stuff! Composed of an entire
coconut shell, bamboo, vege-leather and cuttlebone, this
toy is good for small to large birds and will take your
bird on countless trips into uncharted fun and
exploration.
One Size

CCooccoo RRoocckkeettsshhiipp ©
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VVeeggee-LLeeaatthheerr CCiiggaarr

Healthy & Earth-Friendly Toys
Parrots go Krazy For!!!

©
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41155

41156
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41130
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BBuutttteerrffllyy
©
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KKookkooccoorrnn MMiinnii ©
41109

Coconut and corn cob
are the main ingredients
in this toy that the  lit-
tle guys love to play with
and destroy!  One size

A combination of large coconut husk
wedges, corn cob, oyster shell, colorful
bamboo and coconut shell make for a
durable toy that satisfies parrots desire
to chew and chomp!
Two Sizes

Sm

Sturdy tubes of bamboo are stuffed with rolled vege-leather
and separated by reclaimed wood and oyster shell for a toy

that is fun, healthy and good for the environment. The spinning colorful shapes will have your
parrot picking and playing until it's all gone. Three sizes



Straight

This unique all natural and earth-friendly product made of woven palm leaves is the 
perfect shreddable toy for all birds. Soft enough for the little guys but inexpensive
enough for the most destructive birds. Comes in a 30 ft. roll and has 
hundreds of uses around the cage. Wrap perches, tie onto cage bars, add to
toys, or cut into foot toys. GREAT FOR FEATHER PICKERS!

™

Now available in two sizes and six styles!
Our First Toy Has Become A True Classic!!!

Veterinarian & Bird Breeder Approved!!!
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